
The Extension Express

From Lisa Johnson, Dane County UWEX Horticulture Educator

Teaching Garden: The Teaching Garden is looking so great! Better than it ever has. This is directly due to the 
work of the MGV Teams led by Karen Allenstein. I am so impressed by all the work that has been done. The 
plant labels with the QR codes are really looking great, and I know people are using them. So here are some 
photos to entice you to come out for a visit. Note our brand new walkway in front of the building. Much 
gratitude goes to Marc Neilsen and Karen Allenstein for their work in getting the stone, digging the path and 
putting in the stone and edging. Also thanks go to Marc for using his sod buster to remove the sod for the new 
planting bed there—a major job, especially in hot weather!











Programming Potpourri: We are almost done with MGV training for the year. Boy, time flies! We have such a 
great class, and I’m looking forward to the graduation/recognition event in November. I’ve been working a lot 
this summer at two projects: the garden at Safe Haven/Porchlight and I’ve been working with the Horticulture 
Therapist at Mendota Mental Health and her clients; MGV Phil Stadler has also participated, and we will be 
looking for more assistance this fall with a garden re-design and build project. I want to thank the Safe Haven 
Team Lynne Bendt, Deb Umstead, Laurie Irwin, Phil Luedtke, Winnie Bade, Pat Tillman, Jason Williams and 
Danna Olsen for your help. A lot of produce has been delivered to the kitchen to seed homeless guests and 
residents and the beans and tomatoes are just starting to be ready. We’ve just finished with the Dane County 
Fair. MGVs Lori Nelsen, Suzy Bowditch and Nancy Jacobson staffed the Agri-versity table with our children’s 
educational material. We had a display on emerald ash borer (and the EAB costume was a hit again); bean seed
necklaces were very popular; Joe’s vermicomposting display worms were duly handled and admired by many 
kids; and the stereoscopic microscope display of live Japanese beetles, flowers and other materials received a 
lot of interest. Thanks to all the MGVs who helped string the beads, cut the necklaces, label the bags and do 
other tasks to get the bean seed necklaces ready. Here are some photos of the event. 



Hort Short: Japanese beetle populations are up around the state this year, due to the mild winter, most likely.
So this seems like an opportune time to review some of the relevant beetle info. Japanese beetle adults usually
appear in the Madison area around the 25th of June at about 700 growing degree days, which coincides with
the full bloom of the light blue chicory flowers along the roadsides. Japanese beetles have a wide host palate
encompassing some 300 species of plants, so it is hard not to be growing  something  that appeals to them.
Some  of  their  favorite  munchables  include  linden  and  birch  trees,  hibiscus,  grapes,  raspberries,  beans,
witchhazel, roses, hazelnut and Boston ivy. Japanese beetles overwinter as grubs in the soil, feeding on roots of
turfgrass and other plants as they develop in spring. They favor well-watered and well-fertilized turf, so people
living near golf courses typically experience the highest population levels. When they hatch into adult beetles,
they feed on leaves, eating the foliage right down to the major leaf veins in a feeding pattern referred to as
‘skeletonizing’. Since the beetles are around for an extended period from late June to September, they are very



difficult to control, especially if you are trying to minimize the use of insecticides. Adults  also tend to fly in
from other locations to feed on your plants (such as golf courses), so just controlling the grub population in
your lawn is not likely to provide sufficient control, unless all your neighbors participate as well. Some tips are
NOT to use the beetle traps that are sold at many retail outlets unless you have a larger property. Research has
shown that the traps actually ATTRACT about four times as many beetles as would have visited your property
than if you had not used the traps, so they are not helpful in most urban settings. However, if you can set the
traps a few hundred feet away from your garden and you know the prevailing direction from which the beetles
are coming, they might be useful in a rural setting. Milky spore is also not recommended, as you need a large
grub population already in the soil to be effective, and it has not been found to be as potent as it once was.
Also, it only controls grubs in the lawn—not adult beetles that have flown and are feeding on your plants. An
organic product you may want to try on the leaves of certain plants is 70% neem oil—but realize you will need
to apply  it  every 5 days  or  so—including after  heavy rains.  It  won’t  kill  them, just  discourage them from
feeding. You can hunt for the beetles when they are less active in the early morning or early evening and flick
the leaves they are perched on, tumbling them into  a bucket of soapy water. If you have chickens, they will eat
the beetles, but they have a hard time getting to them since the beetles are up in the foliage and the chickens
are down on the ground. The good news is that although when Japanese beetles first invade a new area their
population levels are quite high and damaging, after 5-7 years the numbers seem to level out and they aren’t
quite so problematic. For more information on Japanese beetles visit  https://pddc.wisc.edu/ and look under
the fact sheets tab for ‘Japanese Beetles’.
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